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Received 18 February 1993 . .  

Abstract. The functiohal connection between Blankenbecler-Goldberger (BO) amplitude 
and Glauber amplitude have been found, so that a fast way to reduce the integral expression 
of BG amplitude in the scattering problem can be acquired. Two equivalent expressions 
are discussed. 

The Blankenbecler-Goldberger (1962) approximation was proposed for discussing the 
scattering problem of high energy. The essence of this approximation is a modification 
of the Green function eikonalization in Glauber approximation (GA), i.e. the BG 
approximation requires that one retains only the on shell part after the eikonalization 
of the propagator (Kamal 1972). In theory, the BG approximation is consistent with 
dispersion theory (Blankenbecler and Goldberger 1962). 

As is well known, the Glauber approximation has been extensively used in various 
collision problems at high energy, and there are many methods and calculating skills 
for reducing the integral expression of Glauber scattering amplitude (Chan et al 1979, 
Gien 1988). The reduction of BO amplitude, however, is more diI€icult than the Glauber 
amplitude. In this letter, the functional connection between BG amplitude and Glauber 
amplitude has been found, so that a fast way to reduce BG amplitude in the scattering 
problem has been acquired. 

In order for the reader to understand the nature of the results presented here, it is 
useful to briefly give the derivation of BO amplitude in potential scattering. In a previous 
paper (Chen et aI 1992), the BG amplitude and BG wavefunction have been derived 
from dispersion theory following Goldberger (1962, 1964). Now another method is 
given which follows Kamal(l972) and provides a simple means to obtain BG amplitude. 
According to the standard integral equation for the T-matrix 

T = V + T  l v  E +is - Ho 
the scattering amplitude is (Goldberger and Watson 1964) 

where fB(& 9') = - (1 /4r)U(K-K);  and U=2mV/i iZ=2V(h=c= m = 1). 

7. Then equation (1) can be written as 
Let us introduce the wavevector transfer K - K' = A, IC - q = 6 and q - K = A  - 5 = 
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After eikonalization of the propagator and for the small momentum transfer 6'. 
equation (2) becomes 

We define two new functions H and B as follows: 

H ( Y K ' ,  b,A,)=$jf(K,R',A)exp[-iA,.b]d*h, 

B(b,Az)=- U(A)  exp[-iA,*b] d2A,. 
27r ' I  

2.77 ' I  

The inverse transform is 

H(YK',b,A,)exp[~,.b]d*b 
27r 

B(b, Az) exp[iA,*b] d2b. U(A)  =- 

From equation (3) we can obtain 

For on-energy-shell process, l /(&+iz)+ - i d ( & )  (Kamal and Chavda 1972). 
Therefore from equation (6) we have 

Using equations (4n)-(Sb) and noting that A-b=A,-  b for small scattering angle, we 
can obtain 

U[(b2+Z2)"']dZ 

This is just the BG amplitude expression potential scattering, where X(b ,  K )  is the 
eikonal phase 

X(b, K ) = - ( l / K )  lom U[(b2+Z2)'/']dZ. (9) 

The wavefunction corresponding to the BG amplitude is 

'$BG=eiK.r{l+(i/4K) J dZ' U[(b2+Z'2)'~z]}-2. 
-m 

This is already known. If we take qBG in equation (10) as I)* and use the 
formation of the scattering amplitude 

f= - (1/4d(wIUl~+) 
we can immediately get the result of equation (8). 
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For the real potential function U, we can use the Laplace transform 
, rca 

so that we have 

[ l+( i /4K) J-: d ~ '  U ( b , ~ ' ) ] - * = ~ ~ ~ t d f e - ' e x p ( - ~  4K Jz  _ _  d Z  U(b ,Z ' ) ) .  

As is well known, the Glauber wavefunction is 

YGA(r,.$)=exp(iK.r-i 

where .$=fK. Combining equations (lo), (13) and (14), we can obtain 

YBG(r)  =fom t d t  e-' 'PGA(r, 5t/2). 

Substituting equation (15) into equation (111, the functional relation between BG 
amplitude and Glauber amplitude can be obtained as follows: 

, 
= (i/41r)(2/@) j d2b e'*.b(l -egxr'*). (17) 

If we note that 

x / ( l - i ~ / 2 ) = 4 i ~ ~ ~ d t ( l - e ~ ~ ' )  e-2.' (18) 

and substitute this into equation (8), we can obtain another formation 

where 

G*(.$t) = ( i K / 2 ~ )  d2b e'*'b(l -etxt). (20) 
, I 

It is noteworthy thatf$A of equation (16) is not the same as  F,OA of equation (19), 
but equations (16) and (19) are equivalent. In order to understand this statement, we 
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take equation (17) into equation (16) and change integrating variable t to 2t so that 
we have 

f ; = = 2 ( i K / 2 ~ )  d'b eiA"((l -eixr") e-' dr J 
= 4 ( i K / 2 ~ )  dzbe'A'b(l-eix') e-"dt 

which is just equation (19). 
It is important to note the difference between f;" and F;" in the practical 

application of equations (16) and (19). As an example, we employ the BO amplitude 
to extend to the calculation of e-H elastic scattering. If equation (20) is taken as the 
Glauber amplitude, the e-H elastic scattering amplitude is (Kamal et a1 1976, Thomas 
and Gejuoy 1971) 

F;*([)= (iK/Za) 

s.llll" 

~ . ~ ,  ~ 

uT(r)(l-eix)u?(r) eiVb d3r dzb 1 
(ZiO = i K y - T (  1 +iC)r( 1 -iL)(Z/q)*-"' 

A 

where a, is the first Bohr radius, q = K - IC' is the momentum transfer, A = Z/a ,  and 
&'=2<. We take et instead of 6 in the expression (21) and then substitute it into the 
expression (19). We can immediately obtain the BG amplitude which only includes 
one-dimension integration. 

fZA( t t /2 )  = (2iK/ t)(2ip/~')r( 1 + ip)r( 1 - ip)(2/ q)'-'@ 
If equation (17) is taken as the Glauber amplitude, we then have 

x[(l+ip)ZFl(l -ip, 1-ip; 1;4nz/q2) 

+(4ai/qZ)(1 -ip)',F1(2-ip, 2-ip; 2; 4a$qz) (22) 
where p =2(@/2). It is important to note that we have provided a better method to 
reduce the integral expression of the BG amplitude in the collision problem using 
equations (16) and (19). 
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